WALL MOUNT CABINET
VERTICAL WALL MOUNT CABINETS

FEATURES:
• Allows servers and equipment to be mounted vertically up to 900mm, to conserve space without protruding from the wall as far as traditional wall mount cabinets
• Static Loading: 100Kg
• Convenient and quick wall mounting, 450mm wide mounting holes
• Supplied complete. No assembly required
• Vertical and horizontal M6 mounting rails included
• Gloss black colour and easy clean surface
• Cable entry knock outs top, bottom and rear
• Optional dual fan kit is able to be fitted at the bottom of the cabinet
• Configurations are 4U, 6U or 8U of vertical rackmount space and 2RU top horizontal mounting rail on all models
• Material: SPCC quality cold rolled steel
• Surface Finish: Degrease, acid pickling, rust prevention, parkerizing pure water cleaning and static electricity plastic painting
• Compatible with 19” International Standard and Metrical and ETSI standards
• 2 Year Warranty on cabinet. Subject to use within the static loading specifications, operation within normal environmental conditions and adequate and appropriate mounting installation
WALL MOUNT CABINET
VERTICAL WALL MOUNT CABINETS

- Adjustable Top and Bottom Vertical Mounting Rails
- Front and Side Ventilation slots
- Adjustable 2 RU Horizontal Mounting Rails
- Top, Bottom and Rear cable Knock-Outs
- Reversible Hinged Front Door
- Lockable Front Door
- Grounding Pin
- Optional Fan Kit Available (Purchased Separately)
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### MODEL CODE | W x D x H (EXTERNAL) | VERTICAL MOUNT CAPACITY | HORIZONTAL MOUNT CAPACITY | INCLUDES
---|---|---|---|---
RVWM0204S | 600 x 230 x 600mm | 4U | 2U | 10x Cage Nuts, 2x Sets of Hinges
RVWM0204 | 650 x 230 x 1070mm | 4U | 2U | 10x Cage Nuts, 2x Sets of Hinges
RVWM0206 | 650 x 230 x 1070mm | 6U | 2U | 10x Cage Nuts, 2x Sets of Hinges
RVWM0208 | 650 x 230 x 1070mm | 8U | 2U | 10x Cage Nuts, 2x Sets of Hinges
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